Routes towards separating metallic and semiconducting nanotubes.
Separation of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), according to their electronic characteristics, is essential to the development of molecular electronics, including field-effect transistors. Recent efforts by many groups have used non-covalent and covalent sidewall chemistry to probe differential reactivity in metallic and semiconducting nanotubes. These chemically based methods may more easily effect the bulk separation of tubes, as compared with physical techniques associated with (i) alternating current dielectrophoresis as well as (ii) the current-induced oxidation of metallic nanotubes, that have recently been reported as alternative methods of achieving chiral separations of nanotubes. Exploration of these types of reactions is critical for the development of interesting chemical and physical properties at the interface between molecules and materials as well as for establishing protocols for the selective functionalization of nanotubes.